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Abstract 
The major aim of this study was to investigate if and how consumers use food 
labels to obtain information about the Genetically Modified content of the product 
they buy. A real product labelled Genetica lly Modified was used for thi s research 
and respondents were also asked to express their opinion about the label. The 
secondary purpose of this thes is was to obtain information about the public's 
attitude towards Genetically Modified foods. 
The method chosen for this study was a face- to-face interview. 100 adult 
Canbe1Tans were stopped in maj or shopping areas and asked to participate in the 
study. T he interview lasted between 3 and 6 minutes and it included a number of 
close and open answer questions. 
When analysing the data, the hypothesis "Age and gender influence people's 
attitudes towards Genetically Modified foods" was also tested. However, even 
though younger women seemed more concerned and more careful in reading the 
labels, no statistical assoc iation was found between age group or gender and the 
likelihood of noticing a label that states the food is Genetically Modifi ed. 
Most respondents were satisfi ed with the label on the tomato can used for the 
interv iews, but about one third of respondents suggested improvements, mainly to 
do with the s ize and visibili ty of the tag. Two third of respondents declared they 
would not buy a product labelled Genetically Modified and while the preference 
for "natural" or "organic'' foods was clear, many people felt not enough research 
has been done on the long term effects of this new technology. Moreover, people 
felt confused by the debate and suspicious of the little and unbalanced informat;on 
coming from companies producing Genetically Modified crops. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Background to study 
Around 8500 B.C., humans stopped being hunter-gatherers and begun to 
produce their own food: agriculture had started (Diamond. 1997) T hey did not 
know it, but from the moment they decided which plants to propagate and 
which to throw away, they began modifying the species. The product of this 
modification was a domesticated plant very closely related to its wild ancestor. 
yet different, exhibiting characteristics appeal ing to humans, but not 
necessarily advantageous in nature. 
The cultivated tomato, for example, now produces few, large, red fruits. Its 
wild relatives and ancestors, on the other hand, prefer to invest their energy in 
producing more, smaller fruits, which translates to more seeds and therefore a 
higher chance of survival of the species in the wild. 
Humans have been determining which combination of characteristics (genes) is 
successful in the cultivated field ever since they started agriculture. but it was 
not until Mendel begun to understand the laws of inheritance in the 19th century 
that plant breeding could begin. 
Since then, breeders have been crossing closely related plants to obtain new 
varieties with improved agricultural characteristics. This process, however, 
presents a number of important drawbacks: 
• Because it relies on producing fert ile offspring after sexua lly crossing 
two plants, only closely related species can be used to produce the 
improved crop. 
• As the cross is usually perfonned between a cultivated variety and a 
wild relative, even after several generations of backcrossing to the 
domesticated parent, some wild. undesirable characteristics persist in the 
final crop. 
• Furthermore, this backcrossing phase is a very time consuming step, 
which can take several years to complete (Sharma, Crouch, Sharma, 
Seetharama, & Hash, 2002; Nottingham, 1998). 
Gene Technology now enables us to overcome all of these problems, by 
providing us with a fast way of transferring only the desired genes between 
virtually any organisms, regardless of how distantly related they may be. This 
abi li ty, combined with the development of reliable plant regeneration methods 
to obtain full plants fonn few modified cells, has been of vital importance to 
the success of Genetic Technology. 
However, with innovation, often comes controversy and Genetic Modification 
of food crops has been the subject of great debate since the first Genetically 
Modified (GM) food , a tomato, was commercialised in the US in 1994 
(Martineau, 2002). 
The reasons for the great controversy surrounding Gene Technologies are 
complex. Scientists have certainly fai led to implement a correct communication 
strategy from the beginning, assuming that the public will just trust them and 
fo llow them and eventually accept the technology. Without the release of clear, 
s incere information about Gene Technology, the public' s opinion on the matter 
has largely been influenced by often ill informed sensationalist media often 
covering only the views of less informed, loud activist groups. 
Only recently. scientists have stepped into the debate to put forward some of 
their reasons, or at least the reasons they thought would convince the public to 
take their side. As a result, the public has been receiving all sorts of contrasting 
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information about this new technology. On one s ide, producer companies 
promising to end starvation in developing countries have so far failed to 
maintain their promise and to reassure consumers about the poss ible s ide 
effects of genetic modification. On the other s ide. groups like Green Peace. 
terrorising the public with s logans such "Frankenstein food" (Dixon. 1999) 
have also fai led to demonstrate the total evil of Genetically Modified foods. 
Confused. consumers have demanded to know whether the food they buy has 
been modified or not. As explained in detail in Chapter 2, this campaign has 
lead to several countries approving regulations about which Genetically 
Modified foods can be commercialised and how they should be labelled. 
In Australia, mandatory labelling of foods containing 1 % or more Genetically 
Modified ingredients has been in use since December 200 I . Studies conducted 
before that date, showed the public was in favour of such labels and consumers 
declared their concerns about Genetically Modified foods would ease once the 
labels were introduced (Casagranda, 2001 ; Millward Brown Australia. 2001 ). 
Later studies, however, such as the 2003 Public Attitudes Towards Gene 
Technology study by Biotechnology Australia (Millward Brown Australia, 
2003) did not address labell ing. My re~earch aims to fill thi s gap by 
investigating if and how people use labels to gain infom1ation about the 
Genetically Modified content of their foods. 
1.2. Purpose of the study 
The purpose of this research is to determine if consumers use labels to obtain 
information about the Genetically Modified content of the food they buy, as 
well as whether they are happy with the type of labels used. 
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A secondary a11n of the study is to obtain updated information about the 
public' s opinion on Genetically Modi fied foods. 
1.3. Research Questions 
This study aimed at answering the following research questions: 
• Do people read food labels to find out the Genetically Modified content of 
the products they buy? 
• Are people satisfied w ith the way labels in form them about the Genetica lly 
M odified content of food products? 
A further research question was a lso asked to satisfy the secondary aim of this 
study: 
• What do people think about Genetically M odified foods? 
These research questions led the design of the survey used to investigate 
people's att itudes towards labelling of Genetically Modi fied foods and towards 
Genetically Modified foods in general. 
1.4. Hypothesis 
As highlighted by Craig Connick in the lecture "Examining the Drivers of 
Public Concern Towards Genetically Modified Foods and Crops" given at The 
6th Annual Food R egulations and Labelling Standards Conference (Conn ick, 
2004a) in June. the age and gender of consumers is expected to p lay a 
significant role in their attitude towards food labels, with younger women being 
the most careful in reading them and young men ignoring labe ls the most. In 
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this study I also tested if age and gender influence attitude towards labels of 
Genetically Modified foods in the interviewees. 
1.5. Significance of this Study 
The results that have emerged from this study and in particular the 
improvements that people suggested for the labels provide recommendations 
that may be of help for Food Standards Australia and New Zealand to modi fy 
the current legislation, so that future labels will satisfy the consumers' need to 
know what is in their food. 
1.6. T hesis overview 
The background to this study, its purpose and s ignificance were outlined in this 
chapter. The research questions were also stated . In thi s chapter, the reason for 
performing this research was explained by outlining the fact that there is a gap 
present in the studies conducted so far on labelling of Genetically Modified 
foods. No investigation of the public·s opinion of labelling of Genetica lly 
Modified foods has been conducted in Australia after such labelling became 
compulsory in December 2001. 
This thesis contains four more chapters. In Chapter Two, the literature relevan t 
to this research is discussed to point out the current state of labelling worldwide 
and determine why the study described in this thesis is needed. Chapter Three 
describes the methodology used for this research and outlines advantages and 
disadvantages of the techniques chosen. The choices made are explained and 
shortcomings are identified. Chapter Four shows the results obtained during 
this research by presenting a series of graphs and tables, as well as providing 
real answers obtained during the interviews. Chapter Five comments on the 
findings, draws conclusions and outlines possible further studies. 
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In the next chapter, the re levant lite rature to this thesis is reviewed . This w ill 
highlight the reason for this study and w here it stands in the current research 
landscape about labels of Genetically M odified foods. 
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2.1. Overview 
Chapter 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter begins with a look at the ongtn of gene technology and in 
particular at the controversy that has surrounded this scientific innovation from 
its earliest steps. 
The chapter continues by investigating the reasons for and against labelling of 
Genetically Modified foods. An outline of previous studies conducted on the 
topic is given, before moving to an in-depth investigation of the labe lling of 
Genetically Modified foods regulations applied by a wide range of countries. 
Finally, thi s chapter researches the principles of effective risk communication 
and how they were, or rather were not, applied to the communication of the 
production of genetically modified crops. 
2.2. The Genetically Modified food controversy 
As outlined in Chapter 1, Gene Technology has been the centre of a very 
animated debate since its beginning. In spite of its great promises, Gene 
Technology may carry with it new difficulties and risks which should be 
carefully investigated. This view emerged very early in the history of Genetic 
Modification and it was acknowledged as early as 1975 by scientists at the 
Asilomar Conference on Recombinant DNA Molecules as summarised by 
members of the Organising Committee in a letter to Science published in June 
of that same year. (Berg, Baltimore, Brenner, Roblin, & Singer, 1975) 
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This meeting took place only two years after the first experiments showed that 
it was possible to transfer genes between totally unrelated organisms (Cohen, 
Chang, Boyer, & Helling, 1973) and its aim was "to discuss appropriate ways 
to deal with the potential biohazards of this work". 
The Conference acknowledged that little was known about the possible 
consequences of producing bacteria containing recombinant DNA and it set a 
number of rules to ensure the containment of such modified strains. In spite o f 
the justified cautiousness, however, scientists at the meeting also recognised 
that "The use of recombinant DNA methodology promises to revolutionise the 
practice of molecular biology. Although there has as yet been no practica l 
application of the new techniques, there is every reason to believe that they will 
have significant practical utility in the future" . 
In 1994, the first Genetically Modified food , a tomato, was commercialised in 
the US (Martineau, 2002). This tomato did not contain a gene from a different 
organism but an extra portion of DNA (antisense) that would prevent it from 
going soft when ripening. This would enable its transport after letting it ripen 
on the vine and not while still green as is normally done. 
Debate immediately surrounded this novelt1. Concerns arose about the safety 
of the tomato. In 1997, the tomato was pulled from the market. It was not c lear 
whether it was because of the protests or because the producing company could 
not afford the specialised transportation equipment required for it. 
Since then, many other Genetically Modified creatures have been produced, 
from the glow-in-the-dark aquarium fish in the US, to the Japanese bl!.le 
carnation; from the so called "Golden Rice", that in earl y 2000 was assured to 
save from blindness millions of starving children but did not quite keep its 
promise, to the very controversial Monsanto the herbicide resistant crops and 
Terminator seeds that will have to be purchased from the company every year. 
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These two modifications cost Monsanto very dear. During a meeting in 1999, 
even Professor Gordon Conway, pres ident of the Rockefeller Foundation in 
New York, strongly attacked Monsanto's Public R elations po licy with regard 
to Genetically Modified crops. This came as a total surpri se to the 
multinational, as Rockefeller had invested over $ l00m into public GM 
research. Prof Conroy accused Monsanto of being socially irresponsible and 
urged a "global public dia logue" that would air all sides of the issue (Vidal, 
1999) Mo nsanto share prices fell dramatica lly and they eventua lly agreed to 
never commercialise their Tenninator seeds . 
To this day, controversy has continued to surround Genetic Modification of 
foods. Those in favour of genetic modification argue that foods can be 
modified to obtain better crops with desirable characteristics such as greater 
nutritional value, higher yield , resistance to pests and diseases or even medical 
benefits (Mann, 1999). 
In August 2004, a number of pos itive articles appeared in Australian 
newspapers. A new study from the University of Sydney which found that 
using GM cotton actually reduces the use of pesticides was reported (Wrig ht, 
2004). The Farmers ' Federation's willingr,ess to use Genetically Modified 
crops and their confidence in the environmental benefits of these crops 
emerged (McKenz ie, 2004) as happy farmers' views, supporting Genetica lly 
Modified crops, were also cited. They reported great reduction in herbicide use, 
which resulted in much cleaner run-off waters. It was stated that these farmers 
have been using Genetically Modified cotton in Australia and would be happy 
to try Genetically Modified canola as well. However, this does not seem like ly 
to happen as the strong opposition of groups such as Greenpeace to any type of 
GM plant has halted all fi e ld tria ls of thi s newly modified crop (Devine, 2004 ). 
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In fact, those opposed to Genetically Modified crops have been the most vocal 
s ince the beginning of the debate. They are concerned about the transfe1Tal of 
a llergens o r creation of new ones and the possible creation of herbicide 
resistant weeds. They have ethica l issues related to multinational corporations 
owning food sources as well as some relig ious concerns (Healey, 2000; 
Readers, 2004 ). A number of scientists also have doubts, such as Dr. 
Rosemary Stanton, a nutritionist who admits to be concerned about how fast 
the technology is being developed ''for the benefit of companies that stand to 
make large profits". (0 'Neill, 2004 p.12) 
Because of this very polarised scientific and ethical debate "we are not 
enjoying the quality of public debate we should be hav ing about gene 
technology'', points out Craig Cormick, Manager of Public Awareness for 
Biotechnology Australia, in an opinion article in 2004 in The Canberra Times 
(Connick, 2004b p .22). Appropriate science communication between 
researchers and the public is essential , but it ought to be a two way 
communication where scientists explain the new technology to the public and 
listen to the people's concerns about it. 
2.3. Labelling of Genetically Modified Foods 
2.3.1. Arguments for and against labelling 
The controversy surrounding genetic modification has induced consumers to 
demand more information about this technology as well as emphasising the 
right to know whether the food they buy has been genetically modified. For 
these reasons consumers demanded comprehensive, clear labels. However, the 
food industry has been reluctant to label products containing Genetically 
Modified ingredients for fear of a drop in sales. Producers a lso claim that 
Genetically Modified foods are substantially equivalent to their traditional 
counterparts (Nottingham, 1998). 
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A similar situation occurred in the late 1980s regarding irradiated foods 
Irradiation is a technique developed to increase the shelf-life or fruit and 
vegetables. In spite of reassurance of their safety. consumers still demanded to 
know which foods had been treated. Once labelling was introduced, people 
would not buy irradiated foods , which led to supermarkets not stocking the 
products any more (Nottingham, 1998). 
The food industry also argues that labelling all foods that use genetic 
engineering in the ir production would make the consumer feel that they are 
somehow not safe and therefore avoid them. (Nottingham, 1998). At the same 
time, Monsanto had published studies to prove there is no biochemical 
difference between its Genetically M odified soybeans and the non GM 
counterpart (Padgette, Taylor, Nidia, Bailey, MacDonald, Holden, el al. 1996) 
On the other hand. consumers have enforced their right to know what they are 
buying and eating. Also, they argue that the principle of substantial equivalence 
is only applied to a se lected number of characteristics, therefore miss ing out on 
the detection of any alterations in other qualities of the product. Finally, the 
absence of labels leaves the consumer suspicious as to why producers 3re 
trying to hide infonnation that a product has been genetically modified 
(Nottingham, 1998). 
2.3.2. Previous studies 
In Australia, a number of studies have dealt with the public' s opinion on labels 
for foods containing Genetically Modified ingredients. 
In late 2000, a random sample of 100 Canberra adults was surveyed about their 
attitude towards Genetically Modified foods (Casagranda, 2001). At that time, 
the decision to labe l a ll foods containing Genetically Modified ingredients had 
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been made, but the actual labels were not due to appear for another year. 
Although only 56% of respondents concerned about Genetically Modification 
said the labelling would ease their concerns. 96% of interviewees thought that 
labelling was a good idea. Furthermore, 28% of those surveyed declared they 
would be happy to buy Genetically Modified foods and 33% said the 
infonnation on the labe ls would not change their buying habits . 
In December 2003, a Report on the Review of Labelling of Genetically 
Modified Foods was compiled by the Food Standards Australia New Zealand 
(FSANZ. 2003). The report summarised results from surveys conducted by the 
Australian Consumers· Association and Green Peace in September 2003 and 
2002 respectively. The Australian Consumers' Association survey was 
conducted on line and only its members had access to it. 75% of the respondents 
were to some degree against the current exemption from labelling of highly 
refined foods. Green Peace respondents went even further, with 92% wanting 
labels on Genetically Modified oils and 85% demanding labels on Genetically 
Modified ingredients used in restaurants as well. A Biotechnology Australia 
survey conducted in 2000 and 2001 was also reported. It showed that over 90% 
of the 100 l adult respondents contacted nationwide were in favour of labelling 
of Genetically Modified foods. 
These results were further discussed by Craig Connick. Manager of Public 
Awareness for Biotechnology Australia, in an article appeared in The Canberra 
Times in 2004 (Conn ick, 2004b) and at the 6 th Annual Food Regulations and 
Labelling Stadards Conference in Sydney in June that same year (Connick, 
2004a). Biotechnology Australia's studies are more concerned with public 
attitudes towards Genetically Modified foods than with people's opinions on 
labelling. However, an important point emerges from Cormick's remarks: 
consumers "that don't care about what they eat will have much less concerns 
about Genetically Modified foods and won't care so much if they eat them . No 
surprise then to find that Genetically Modified doughnuts. labelled as 
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containing Genetically Modified soy, aren ·t suffering major loss of sa les in the 
supermarket. However, if a Genetically Modified soy milk came out, r suspect 
the reaction would be very different." (Connick, 2004b p.22) 
This means that labelling certain foods as Genetically Modified may have a 
very low impact on sales, whereas other products, aimed at a more health 
conscious group of consumers, may suffer greatly from strict labelling 
regulations. For this reason, when investigating public attitudes towards 
Genetically Modified foods or, as in this thesis, people's satisfaction with and 
use of labels when shopping, it is important to obtain a representative sample of 
the population, this includes different types of consumers: the "I don ·t care 
what I eat" type, the super health-conscious ones and everyone in between. 
2.3.3. Types of regulations 
The December 2003 Food Standards Australia New Zealand Report on the 
Review of Labelling of Genetically Modified Foods (FSANZ, 2003) also looks 
in great detail at regulations regarding labelling of foods produced using Gene 
Technology, worldwide. 
Each country has unique legislation, with sume having none at all. However, 
countries which have chosen to label Genetically Modified foods tend to follow 
two main ideas. They have either decided that: 
1. all GM foods should be labelled, even if they have been approved as 
safe. This is in the interest of giving full choice to the consumer, 
or that 
2. if a GM food has been recognised to be as safe as its counterpart and it is 
equivalent to it, then no special labelling is necessary. A Genetical:y 
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Modified product should only be labelled as such if it is s ignificantly 
different from its conventional counterpart. 
Within these two main ideas, countries have then applied further rules. 
The following table has been taken from the 2003 Food Standard Australia 
New Zealand Report on the Review of Labelling of Genetically Modified 
Foods (FSANZ, 2003) and it g ives a clear overview of the logic behind every 
country 's legislation. 
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Table 2.1. Summary of every country's legislation about labelling of products 
containing Genetically Modified ingredients (FSA NZ, 2003 p.29). 
Major elements of labelling regimes in various countries Examples 
Countries 
of 
Mandatory 
labelling 
regime fully 
regulated 
Labelling 
regime mix 
of 
regulatory 
and 
voluntary 
approaches 
0 
regulation 
Method of production labelling - mandatory European Union 
labelling of all foods derived from or containing 
ingredients derived from organisms produced using 
gene technology. 
Composition of food labelling - Mandatory labelling Australia/New 
of all GM foods and ingredients where novel DNA Zealand, Russia 
and/or protein are present in the final food. 
Composition of food labelling (narrow capture) - Japan, 
Mandatory labelling of designated food items that Chinese Taipei, 
contain GM foods or ingredients as maJor Korea, Thailand, and 
components of food only where novel DNA and/or Malaysia (proposed) 
protein are present in the final food. 
Equivalence labelling - Mandatory labelling of GM Canada, USA, Hong 
food only where it is significantly different from its Kong (proposed) 
conventional counterpart. 
Voluntary labelling - Voluntary regime (where GM Canada, USA 
is similar to conventional counterpart) reliant on 
general provisions in food or fair trading law relating 
to false, misleading and deceptive labelling or 
advertising and an Industry Code of Practice 
developed to assist with compliance. 
Other - No regulation 111 place. May allow for Philippines, 
voluntary labelling but no evidence of guidelines or Singapore 
Code of Practice. 
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The Australian view 
Australia and New Zealand apply the same law when it comes to labelling of 
GM foods. The Standa rd regulating Foods to which Gene Technology had been 
applied [Standard 1.5 .2 (FSANZ, 2003)] came into effect in December 200 1. 
Division 1 of this Standard regulates the sale of GM foods by setting health and 
sa fety requirements. 
Division 2 regulates the labe lling of such products. 
Div ision 1 opens with some crucia l definitions: 
• ''a food produced using gene technology means a food which has been 
derived or developed from an organism which has been modified by 
gene technology 
• gene technology means recombinant DNA techniques that alter the 
heritable genetic material of living cells or organisms.'' (FSANZ, 2003 
pp. 87-88) 
H owever, an editori al no te c lari fies that the above definition of food produced 
using gene technology " does not include a food deri ved from an animal or 
other organism which has been fed food produced using gene technology, 
unless the animal or organism itself is a product of gene technology (FSANZ, 
2003 p. 88). 
In Division 2, these de finiti ons are given aga in in a s lightly different way. Th is 
time, the document states what a GM food is and it is not for the purpose of 
labe lling . In this case, a genetically modified food is a ' 'food that is, or contains 
as an ingredient, including a processing a id , a food produced using gene 
technology which -
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(a) contains novel DNA and/or novel protein : or 
(b) has altered characteristics; 
but does not include -
( c) highly refined food , other than that with altered 
characteristics, where the effect of the refining process 
is to remove novel DNA and/or novel protein: 
( d) a processing aid or food additive, except where novel 
DNA and/or novel prote in from the process ing aid or 
food additive remains present in the food to which it 
has been added; 
( e) flavours present in the food in a concentration no more 
than 1 g/kg; or 
(f) a food, ingredient, or processing a id in which 
genetically modified food is unintentionally present in 
a quantity of no more than l0g/kg per ingredient. " 
(FSANZ, 2003 pp. 89-90) 
Novel DNA and nove l protein are explained to be a "DNA or a protein which, 
as a result of the use of gene technology, is different in chemical sequence or 
structure from DNA or protein present in counterpart food which has not been 
produced using gene technology" (FSANZ, 2003 p. 90) whereas a Food is said 
to possess altered characteristics if: 
"(a) the genetic modification has resulted in one or more significant 
composition or nutritional parameters having va lues outside 
the normal range of values for ex isting counterpart food not 
produced using gene technology; 
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(b) the level of anti-nutritional factors or natural toxicants are 
significantly different in comparison to the existing counterpart 
food not produced using gene technology; 
(c) the food produced using gene technology contains a new factor 
known to cause an allergic response in particular sections of 
the population: 
( d) the intended use of the food produced using gene technology is 
different to the existing counterpart food not produced using 
gene technology; or 
(e) the genetic modification raises significant ethical. cultural and 
religious concerns regarding the origin of the genetic material 
used in the genetic modification. '' (F ANZ, 2003 p. 91) 
Also the Standard explains that food meant for immediate consumption 1s 
exempt from labelling : ''This Division [Divis ion 2, concerned with the 
labelling of Genetically Modified foods] does not apply to food intended for 
immediate consumption which is prepared and sold from food premises and 
vending vehicles, including restaurants, take away outlets, caterers. or self-
catering institutions." (FSANZ, 2003 p. 90) 
Finally, we must note that the Standard does not directly regulate the use of 
negative claims such as 'GM free' or ' non-GM' . These claims are voluntary 
and subject to the Commonwealth Trade Practices Act 19N, the New Zealand 
Fair Trading Act 1986 and the fair trading and food acts in each Australian 
State and Territory which prohibit false and misleading labels. In these acts, the 
statement 'GM free· is interpreted as completely free, so a manufacturer 
exhibiting this label on a food containing traces of Genetically Modifi~d 
ingredients, even below 1 0g/kg, will be in breach of fair trading and food laws 
on the grounds of false or misleading conduct. 
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Knowing the legis lation applied in Australia enables us to compare it to that 
adopted in other countries around the world. This is a very interesting exercise 
as it gives us more scope to decide if we think of the Australian legislation is 
appropriate or if it could be improved. 
The World view 
a) Europe 
As shown in Table 2.1, Europe has the most strict and comprehensive 
legislation worldwide. Since April 2004, full traceability and labelling of 
Genetically Modified foods has been extended to animal feed as well as 
products that directly end up on tables. Also, a food produced using Gene 
Technology must be labelled as such even if the novel DNA or protein are no 
longer present in the final product. This is probably the main difference with 
the Australia New Zealand system, probably the result of much more vocal 
opponent group to Genetically Modified foods. 
Europe has also lowered the acceptable level of unintentional presence of 
approved Genetically Modified foods from 10 to 9g/kg, however it accepts up 
to 5g/kg of non-approved Genetically Modified foods. This latter, is not a 
labelling threshold , though, as a higher level of non- approved Genetically 
Modified ingredients will result in the product not being able to be sold legally. 
Nevertheless, this part of the legis lation is in strong contrast with the Australia 
New Zealand law that prohibits the sale of foods containing any amount of 
non-approved Genetically Modified ingredients. 
Finally, Europe 's law does not explicitly state that food meant for immediate 
consumption is exempt from labelling, as the Australia New Zealand regulation 
does. 
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Like Australia ew Zealand, the European legislation is also silent on the i sue 
of negative claims, which are once aga in regulated by fa ir trade laws. 
b) United States of America and Canada 
These countries adopt a much more relaxed policy compared to Australia New 
Zealand and Europe. All foods on the market have had their afety assessed 
therefore, if the Genetically Modified food is substantially equivalent to its non 
Genetically Modified counterpart, the law does not require any further 
labelling. 
Even though allergens ought to be declared, in Canada it is not compulsory to 
declare that they derive from genetic modification. As in the legislation of the 
countries discussed above, false negative claims are not admitted, but Canada 
is currently developing an industry standard which allows a product labelled as 
non- Genetically Modified to contain up to 5% GM ingredients. This latter 
aspect of the Canadian legislation is very different from Australia New 
Zealand' s law that does not accept any Genetically Modified content in a food 
that claims to be Genetically Modified free. 
c) Other Countries 
As shown on Table 2.1 , legislations in other countries also di ffer. Russia has a 
legislation very similar to the Australia New Zealand one, with the exception 
that it does not mention flavourings or unpackaged foods. 
Japan relies on the safety assessment that all Genetically Modified foods have 
to pass before they are released on the market. A label is mandatory only if the 
Genetically Modified ingredient is a major component of the food: that is, if it 
accounts for 5% or more of the total weight of the product. 
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A similar legislation is also applied in Taipei, Korea and Thailand. 
In 2002, the Chinese Ministry of Agriculture released a list of Genetically 
Modified food crops for which labelling is mandatory. However, it is not clear 
if the labelling has to be displayed for foods deriving from Genetically 
Modified crops even if the novel DNA or protein is not actually present in the 
final product. 
The remammg APEC countries either lack any regulation of labelling of 
Genetically Modified foods or Food Standard Australia New Zealand was 
unable to locate any information regarding this issue, when compiling the 
report. 
2.4. Risk Communication 
Whenever a new technology is developed, it is important for scientists involved 
to implement an appropriate communication strategy to inform the public about 
the new discovery. This is even more important if the new technology affects 
the public directly, for example by delivering a modified type of food like GM 
ingredients. 
People want to be informed and in control. They perceive voluntary risks as 
controllable and are therefore willing to accept hazards that are about 1000 
times as great as involuntary ones (Slovic, 1987). For this reason. it is 
important to provide the public with detai led informat ion about the new 
technology even if they may not actually make any use of it, as it was noticed 
in marketing and advertising research by Anderson (Anderson, 1983) 
When deciding whether to accept a new, potentially hazardous technology, it 
has been found that people tend to base their decision on a kind of risk-benefit 
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analysis. This makes them more likely to accept a greater risk for an innovation 
that gives them a higher benefit (Keown. 1982). 
The communicator must also remember that more often than not. the public 
wi ll already have some opinion about the issue. In order for a risk 
communication strategy to be successful, it must be based on the resu lts of an 
accurate assessment of the public·s knowledge and belief about the issue. This 
step is of vital importance as people ·s mu t have na'ive views must be 
thoroughly disproved in order for them to really understand a different 
explanation of what they perceive (Rowan, 1991 ). 
The key to successful risk communication is the probably the communicator's 
ability to gain the public's trust (Rowan, 1991). This is a particularly tricky 
task because of "the asymmetry principle" which states that" when it comes to 
winning trust. the playing field is not level. It is tilted towards distrust[ ... ]" as 
Slovic explains in ''Perceived risk, trust and democracy" (Slovic, 1998). Trust 
is fragi le and takes time to be created, but just one mistake can destroy it. Once 
lost, trust may never be regained at the former level. 
To increase the chances of a new technology being accepted, the company or 
government body delivering it should also obtain the public's trust. For this 
purpose, a good past record of safety and achievement, involvement in the 
community and openness to the public are all useful assets which will make the 
public look more favourably on the company's activity. 
In the same way. a two way dialogue with the public is also essential for risk 
communication. Acknowledging and addressing people' s concerns will once 
again make them feel in control and will therefore lower their fear of the 
technology. It is therefore clear that ri sk communication is a highly complex 
activity, which has been defined as an "art" rather than a science (Bier, 2000). 
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A successful risk communication strategy and good rapport of trust between 
the communicator and the public are utterly important to ensure a balanced 
public attitude towards the new technology. Ideally. lay people's opinion on the 
issue hould be probed before engaging too far in the technology. This could 
help avoiding strong opposition later on, as happened with Gene Technology 
that Monsanto begun without taking into account public concerns. They 
assumed that "'eventually sci en ti fie proof [ would] win over reluctant and 
sceptical consumers" [Shapiro (Vidal, 1999)] . instead ended up seeing their 
shares losing 35% of their value as the controversy llared up in late 1999. 
2.5. Summary 
Many countries have gone to great lengths to ensure consumers have a choice 
as to whether they want to buy products that either contain Genetically 
Modified ingredient or in which Genetic Engineering was used during 
processing. However, some people may not go to the trouble of reading the 
small labels. Other consumers, on the other hand, may perceive this extremely 
comprehensive labelling method as a safety warning and avoid the product 
altogether. As a result, products labe lled as containing Genetically Modified 
ingredients may not sell as well as traditional ones. This reduced market may 
discourage manufacturers from taking advantage of this new technology. The 
lack of profit and adverse public opinion may eventually inhibit research in a 
new field that. although controversial. could lead to great crop improvements 
worldwide. 
So. is it really necessary to label everything remotely involved with genetic 
engineering? Is this really what the public wants? Do lay people even know 
what a positive or negative Genetically Modified label mean ? Are mo t 
consumers concerned about the presence of Genetically Modified ingredients 
in their foods? Do they actually check the labels? 
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The aim of my study is to detennine to what extent people are aware of 
Genetically Modified foods and their labels, if they find them informative and 
use them to decide what to purchase. 
In the next chapter, the method used for this study is outlined and an 
explanation of why such method was chosen is al o provided. 
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3.1. Overview 
Chapter 3 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter explains the method used to conduct this research. The aim of the 
study was to determine if and how the public uses food labels to obtain 
infonnation about the Genetically Modified content of their food. A secondary 
aim of this research was to obtain infonnation about people's attitude towards 
GM foods. 
3.2. Sample used 
Face-to face interviews were chosen to carry out this research. The population 
sample used for this study was a group of I 00 adult Canberrans interviewed in 
different areas of the city. The 100 interviews were carried out in major 
shopping areas during seven separate sess ions, over four months from April to 
August 2004 and in all but one occasion, the survey was perfonned at 
lunchtime. The time and location of interviews is summarized in Table 3. 1 
below. 
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Table 3.1. Summary of where and when the interviews were conducted. 
Number Location Day Time 
of 
interviews 
12 Civic Thur 29.04 Lunch 
17 Woden Fri 30.04 Lunch 
11 Belconnen Tue 20.07 Afternoon 
12 Dickson Mon 19.07 Lunch 
13 Civic Wed 21.07 Lunch 
20 Belconnen Mon 23.08 Lunch 
15 Civic Tue 29.08 Lunch 
To ensure maximum representativeness of the sample used, participants should 
have been collected randomly. However, due to time and resource constraints. 
the number of participants in the study was relatively small which could have 
made a completely random sample not representative of the Canberra 
population. For this reason, I felt it was important to obtain a more deliberate 
sample (Punch, 2003) constituted of participants that represented as closely as 
possible the Canberra population for age and gender. This is because, as 
hypothesised in Chapter 1, I considered these two characteristics to be the 
independent variables of my study, and I was testing their influence on the 
respondents' attitude to labels of Genetically Modified foods. 
Participants were asked to complete a questionnaire usrng the following 
procedure. 
3.3. Procedure 
Respondents were stopped and the researcher·s student card was shown. A 
short explanation of the research and conditions for taking part into it was 
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given. Upon completion of the questionnaire. respondents were left with a 
sheet that contained further explanation about the study. as well a contact 
details of the Australian National University·s Human Ethics Committee and of 
the researcher. 
The interview starting point was a can of tomato paste clearly labelled as 
"Made with Genetically Modified Tomatoe ". This was shown to the 
interviewees and their reaction recorded. 
The interview protocol. the infonnation sheet given to respondents and an 
example of the oral preamble are shown in Appendix 1. 
3.3. Questionnaire 
When designing the survey questionnaire. the research questions served as a 
guide to ensure they were addressed and answered during the interviews. 
The format of closed questions was chosen to address the two core research 
questions: 
• Do people read food labels to find out the GM content of the products they 
buy? 
and 
• Are people satisfied with the way labels infonn them about the GM content 
of food products? 
I considered this format appropriate as the questions would normally attract a 
Yes or No answer. Some respondents were not sure and their answer was also 
recorded. 
However. I was also interested in obtaining information on how people who 
were not satisfied with the current labels would like to see them improved. For 
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this purpose, I chose to introduce an open que tion to allow total freedom to the 
respondent to provide his or her opinion. 
For the same reason , I also used an open question to investigate the public·s 
attitude to GM foods, to answer the secondary research question: What do 
people think about GM foods? Here, I encouraged the interviewee to express 
his or her opinion and thoughts on the topic. 
Open and closed questions both have advantages and disadvantages that ought 
to be considered when designing an interview protocol (Foddy. 1993). 
Open Questions 
Open questions allow respondents to use their own words, which is very 
convenient if the aim of the question is to gather any opinion on the topic, such 
as the question I asked to find out how to improve the labels. Also thi s gives 
the researcher the opportunity to get unexpected answers and gain an 
understanding on what influenced the respondent's opm1on on the issue. 
Furthermore, open answers reveal the respondent's level of knowledge on the 
topic. as the interviewee will not attempt an answer unless he or she has some 
understanding of the topic. 
However, open questions present some disadvantages as well. Open questions 
are difficult to analyse and, if pooled into categories. infonnation may be lo t 
as well as answers misinterpreted and put in the wrong category. For thi s 
reason. I found the format of face- to- face interviews particularly useful as it 
gave me the opportunity to directly interact with the respondents. asking for 
clarifications to make sure I understood what they meant by their answers. This 
greatly helped me pooling the answers in the analysis phase of my research . 
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This interaction, however, was source of another problem: I had to be very 
careful not to influence the respondents' answers when asking fo r explanations. 
To minimise this risk, as suggested by Fowler and Mangione (Fowler & 
Mangione, 1990), I only used the fo l lowing 3 questions were to encourage 
answers: 
l . What do you mean by that? 
2. Tell me more about that. 
3. Anything e lse? 
Finally open questions may not obta in the same depth of information from all 
respondents as less art iculate people may not answer or provide much shorter, 
harder to interpret replies. Once again thi s problem was parti a lly overcome by 
using the questions above to encourage more arti culate answers. 
Closed Questions: 
C losed questions provide the same answers for all respondents which make 
the researcher's job much easier during the analysis phase. A lso, respondents 
w ill answer all questions as they usually fi nd c losed questions easy to answer. 
This can however be a disadvantage because some respondents may answer 
even if they do not have any knowledge of t!ie topic. There is no rea l solution 
to this problem as it may be difficult to po int out to the responden t that they are 
answering randomly and comprom ising the research. 
C losed questions may have di fferent meanmg for different respondents, so 
answers recorded as the same may actually di ffer. In this case, having a survey 
with a combination of open and closed questions may help the researcher gain 
a better understanding of what each question meant to each respondent. 
Another way of minimis ing different interpretation of questions by d ifferent 
interviewees is the careful formulation of the questions. This is highly 
challenging, but can be made easier by p ilot testing the questionnaire. 
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Finally, shades of answers. opinions and reasons for providing a certain answer 
are lost when asking closed questions. To minimise this problem, in my 
questionnaire I chose to ask closed questions only if the possible answers were 
Yes, No or Unsure. This meant leaving more complex queries open. to gather 
the maximum possible amount of in fonnation from the respondents. 
Advantages and disadvantages of the interview method chosen: 
Advantages 
• Answers were personally recorded 
by the interviewer. allowing her to 
ask for clarifications if needed. 
• Respondents could ask for 
clarification about the questions, 
directly to the interviewer. 
• All answers were g iven 
• The time frame of the research was 
shorter than it would have been if 
surveys had been sent to 
respondents. 
• The researcher got a feel for the 
public's opinion on the topic. 
This was useful during the analysis 
phase when the open answers had to 
be pooled into categori es. 
Disadvantages 
• Interview time had to be kept under 
5 minutes, due to the logistics of the 
research . 
• Many people would refuse to 
participate without even g1vmg the 
interv iewer time to explain herself. 
• The outcome of the survey was 
partial ly dependent upon the 
researcher's abi lity to put 
respondents at ease. 
Ethical approval for this research was obtained from the Austral ian National 
U niversity's Human Ethics Committee in March 2004 . (Approval number: 
2004/22) 
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3.5. Pilot testing 
After designing and getting approval for the survey questionnaire. I conducted 
a few trial interviews, first amongst friends, then with people in shopping areas 
in preparation for the real survey. 
As suggested by Punch (2003), the pilot testing allowed me to ensure that the 
questions in the survey were not being misunderstood by the respondents. It 
also gave me a chance to practice how to encourage the respondents to express 
their opinion without prompting or suggesting answers. Lastly, I found the pilot 
phase of the survey particularly useful for timing the interviews and making 
sure they were under five minutes, which I felt was the maximum that most 
people were wi ll ing to devote to the survey. 
3.6. Shortcomings 
I acknowledge that there are shortcomings in this study. Typically, surveys 
present errors due to the fact that only a sample of the population is being 
interviewed, but other errors can also occur. These can be divided into two 
categories: non-response errors, due to failure to collect data from a certain 
group, and response errors. These latter are considered more serious and arise 
from data wrongly recorded or obtained (Blumstein, 1987). 
Examples of non-response and response errors that may have occurred during 
this research are: 
Non-response errors: 
• People who refused to be interviewed. 
• People who were not in the surveyed areas at the times when the survey was 
carried out. 
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Response errors: 
• Misunderstanding of questions by respondents. 
• Misunderstanding of answers by interviewer. 
• Wrongly recorded questions . 
• Answers influenced by interviewer. 
While the researcher had no control over the non-response errors, every care 
was taken to reduce response errors. Answers were repeated before being 
recorded and some explanation was g iven to clarify questions if necessary. 
However, as outlined above, this was done with great care to avoid influencing 
the respondent's opinion as much as possible. This type of interaction was 
facilitated by the face-to-face interview format, but the necessity to keep 
interviews short may have caused a few problems in this area. 
3.7. Summary 
The chosen format for this research was a face-to-face survey, conducted to 
determine if and how people use food labels to get in formation about the GM 
content of their food . 
The survey contained both open and closed questions. The first were aimed at 
obtaining information about public opinion on Genetically Modified foods and 
closed questions were more directl y related to the use of labels. Reasons for 
us ing two different types of questions and their advantages and disadvantages 
were highlighted in this chapter along with the possib le shortcomings of the 
research. 
The fo llowing chapter describes the results obtained from this survey. 
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4.1. Overview 
Chapter 4 
RESULTS 
The primary focus of this research was to find out whether people read the 
label on the tomato can used for the interview and to discover if they were 
satisfied with the type of information provided. A series or closed questions 
were asked and ideas for improving the label were encouraged. A specific part 
of the questionnaire was aimed at investigating the public 's awareness or 
Australian regulations concerning labelling or products containing GM 
ingredients. 
The study also had the secondary aim of obtaining up to date information about 
the public's attitude towards Genetical ly Modified foods. Respondents were 
encouraged to freely express their concerns and opinions on the matter by 
asking open ended questions. 
In this chapter, the results obtained are presented as follows: setting the scene 
first, then continuing with the data collected to address the research questi ons 
in decreasing order of importance. This order is not always the same found in 
the interview protocol. 
4.2. Interviewees Profile 
The subjects of th is research were I 00 people over 18 years of age. who agreed 
to take part in this investigation when approached in di fferent shopping areas 
around Canbe1Ta. 
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Gender 
49% of the interviewees were female and 51 % were male. For the purpose of 
this research, we can consider the gender ratio similar enough to that of the 
overall Canberra population of 51 % female and 49% male (Australian Bureau 
of Statistics, 2001 ). 
Age 
Figure 4.1 shows the age of respondents. 
It is not possible to compare directly this distribution with that of the overall 
Canberra population (Figure 4.2), as the Census (ABS, 2001) uses different age 
groups. However, it is clear that the general age distribution is maintained, with 
ages 25 to 64 being the most represented, followed by the under 24 group and 
finally by the over 65 bracket. 
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4.3. Profession 
The interviewees professions were recorded and are shown in Appendix 2. 
Although there are several very generic categories such as Students and Public 
Servants, I was still able to form some categories to group the professions 
recorded. I found that 11 % of the interviewees were students and 7% were 
involved in education. 10% were public servants and 11 % worked in the retail 
business. 15% of respondents declared to have a science or lT background. 
This sample shows a diverse array of professions to account for the Canben-a 
population . 
4.4. Observation of Labelling 
In order to answer the research question "Do people read food labels to find out 
the Genetically Modified content of the products they buy?", interviewees were 
presented with a can of tomato paste bearing a bright yellow label stating 
"Made with genetically modified tomatoes" and their reaction was recorded. 
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When presented with the can, 65% of interviewees noticed the label, this group 
is referred to in the graphs as 'unprompted' respondents. In 35% of interviews, 
however, I had to point out the tag to the respondents, these people are part of 
the ' prompted' category (Fig. 4.3). 
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Fig. 4.3. % of respondents who didn't see the GM label until 
it was pointed out to them (Prompted) vs those who noticed 
the label on their own (Unprompted) 
I wondered if the gender or age of respondents might play a part in them 
noticing the label or not. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate the percentage of 
respondents who noticed the label saying the tomatoes in the can are 
Genetically Modified. 
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Fig.4.5. % of prompted respondents vs unprompted ones divided by age 
It was clear from Figure 4.4, that the sample of people used for my study, men 
and women were both just as likely to notice the label saying Genetically 
Modified. To confirm that, I applied the x2 test of independence to confinn or 
reject the null hypothesis stating that "There is no association between gender 
and noticing a label with information on the Genetically Modified content of 
the product". For a 2 x 2 table like this one, the x2 is calculated using the 
formula: 
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Calculated x2 = I[(IO-EI - 1/2)2/E] (Rees, 1995) 
Where O is the observed value and E is the expected value calculated using the 
formula: 
E = (row total x column total)/ grand total (Rees, 1995) 
Here, the x2 was calculated to be 0.003 which is significantly lower than the 
3. 84 expected x2 value for this test ( degrees of freedom= 1 ), when accepting a 
5% possibility of the result being obtained by chance ( a =0.05 . Since the 
calculated x2 is lower than the expected one, the null hypothesis cannot be 
rejected (Tables 4.1 a and b ). This confirmed my initial observation that there 
is no association between noticing a label and gender. 
Tab. 4.1.a. Observed and Expected values used to calculate the x2 to perform 
the x2 test of independence to confirm or reject the null hypothesis stating that 
"There is no association between gender and noticing a label with information 
on the Genetically Modified content of the product". 
Gender Unprompted Prompted Total Unprompted Prompted 
M 33 18 51 32.64 18.36 
F 3 1 18 49 3 1.36 17.64 
Total 64 36 100 
In order to perform the test, the Degrees of Freedom must also be calculated. 
For a 2 x 2 table like 4 . I.a, this is done by applying the formula: 
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(r-1) (c-1) (Rees, 1995) 
Where r is the total number of rows of the table (2 in this case) and c is the total 
number of columns (also 2 in this case). 
Table 4.1.b. Calculation and result of the x2 test of independence perfom1ed to 
confirm or reject the null hypothesis stating that "There is no association 
between gender and noticing a label with information on the Genetically 
Modified content of the product". 
Calculated x2 = 0.003 a = 0.05 
degrees of freedom = I 
Expected x2 = 3. 84 Conclusion: 
The null hypothesis is NOT rejected 
From Figure 4.5 I could not tell, just by observing the graph, if there is 
association between age and noticing the label saying Genetically Modified. 
Between the ages of 25 and 64, progressively less people seemed to notice the 
label on their own, but the two extreme age groups fell out of this trend. Once 
again, I performed the x2 test of independence to test the hypothesis that "There 
is no association between age group and noticing a label with information on 
the Genetically Modified content of the product''. For a table larger than 2 x 2 
like this one, the x2 is calculated using the formula: 
Calculated x2 = I[(O-E)2/E] (Rees, 1995) 
Where O is the observed value and E is the expected value calculated using the 
formula shown above. 
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I calculated a x2 of 4. 78, which again was lower than the expected x2 for this 
test (degrees of freedom=4) which is 18.31 , when a.=0.05. According to thjs 
test, I could therefore conclude that there is no association between noticing a 
label and age of the interviewee (Table 4.2 a and b). 
Ta b. 4.2.a. Observed and Expected values used to calculate the x2 to perform 
the x2 test of independence to confirm or reject the null hypothesis stating that 
"There is no association between age group and noticing a label with 
information on the Genetically Modified content of the product". Note: the 
groups 55-64 and >65 have been merged as alone they were too small to be 
used for this test. 
Age Unprompted Prompted Total Unprompted Prompted 
Group 
18-24 9 7 16 10.24 5.76 
25-34 17 5 22 14.08 7.96 
35-44 14 5 19 12. 16 6.84 
45-54 13 8 21 13.44 7.56 
>55 11 11 22 14.08 7.92 
Total 64 36 100 
1n order to perform the test, the Degrees of Freedom must also be calculated. 
For a table larger than 2 x 2 like 4.2.a, thjs is done by applying the formula: 
rxc (Rees, 1995) 
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Where r is the total number of rows of the table ( 5 in this case) and c is the total 
number of columns (also 2 in this case). 
Table 4.2.b. Calculation and result of the x2 test of independence performed to 
confirm or reject the null hypothesis stating that "There is no association 
between age group and noticing a label with information on the Genetically 
Modified content of the product". 
Calculated x2 = 4. 78 a = 0.05 
degrees of freedom = I 0 
Expected x2 = 18.31 Conclusion: 
The null hypothesis is NOT rejected 
From this section of the questionnaire, I found that over a third of respondents 
did not notice the label saying Genetically Modified on the can of tomato I 
showed them. After performing the x2 test of independence on these results, I 
also found that whether respondents noticed the label or not did not depend on 
their age group or gender. 
4.5. Looking for information about Genetic Modification of Foods on 
Labels 
The aim of this part of the interview was to investigate how much labels are 
actually u ed by the interviewees to seek information about the Genetically 
Modified content of their food. 
First, in question 3 of the survey, people were informed that the can of tomato 
used for the interview was a UK product, then they were asked to recall if they 
had ever seen a product commercialised in Australia which was marked as 
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containing Genetically Modified ingredients. Only 8% of respondents declared 
that they had seen such a product (Figure 4.6), but nobody was able to 
remember which product they had seen. 
92 I° Yes l L □ No 
Fig. 4.6. % of interviewees who ansered yes or no to 
question 3 of the sw-vey. 
When analysing the result by gender and age, three times more women than 
men had seen a product labelled Genetically Modified (Figure 4. 7) and 
interviewees 45 years of age or over answered "yes" to this question three and 
a half times more often than younger people (Figure 4.8). 
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In question 4, respondents were then asked whether they actively looked at 
labels for information about the Genetically Modified content of their foods. 
Over a quarter of interviewees answered "yes" to this question (Figure 4.9), 
with women checking the labels one and a half times more often than men 
(Figure 4.10) and older people referring to labels for Genetically Modified 
information more and more as they got older (Figure 4.11). 
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Fig. 4.9. % of interviewees who ansered yes or no to 
question 4 of the survey. 
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From this part of the questionnaire, it emerged that, in the sample of people 
interviewed, women and older people check labels more thoroughly and more 
women and older interviewees had seen a product commercialised in Australia 
labelled Genetically Modified. Nobody, however, could recall which product 
they had seen. 
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4.6. Public awareness of Genetically Modified Food Labelling Legislation 
In question 5, people were informed of the current Australian legislation which 
states that since December 2001 all products containing 1 % or more 
Genetically Modified ingredients, should say so on the label. 6 l % of 
interviewees declared that they were aware of some sort of law regulating the 
commercialisation of Genetically Modified products (Figure 4. 12). 
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61 
Fig. 4.12. % of interviewees who ansered yes or no to 
question 5 of the sw-vey. 
One and a half more women than men were aware of the legislation (Figure 
4.13) and people between the age of 45 and 54 were the most aware of the law, 
with 88% of them answering "yes" to this question. Respondents over 65 came 
next with 71 %, then came all the others with about 50% of people declaring 
that they were aware of the regulation (Figure 4.14 ). 
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The majority of interviewees, especially women and people over 45, were 
aware of laws regulating the labelling of Genetically Modified foods 
commercialised in Australia. 
4. 7. Level of satisfaction with the label shown 
The second major research question that this study is "Are people satisfied 
with the way labels inform them about the Genetically Modified content of 
food products?" Question 6 of the questionnaire addressed this issue directly. 
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Two thirds of respondents judged as adequate the label featuring on the tomato 
can used for the interviews (Figure 4.15). 
34 
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Fig. 4.15. % of interviewees who ansered yes or no to 
question 6 of the survey. 
Women were slightly less satisfied with the label than men, 62% versus 69% 
(Figure 4.16) and the satisfaction was similar across age groups, ranging 
between 62% to 72% satisfied respondents. The only exception was the 55 to 
64 year old group where just 50% of interviewees declared that they were 
happy with the label (Figure 4.17). 
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Figure 4.18 shows what improvements to the label were suggested by the 
respondents that declared to be dissatisfied with it. 
"It should be of a brighter colour " 
"It should be bigger " 
"The GM information should be higher on the label, where Californian 
tomatoes is written on this one" 
" It should stand out more" 
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should stand out more 
needs more info 
should say HOW modified 
should show % of GM 
should be a standard symbol 
fine even smaller 
T T 
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number of comments 
Fig. 4.18. Public suggestions to improve information on 
GM labels 
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Fig.4.19. Summary chart: Percentage ofrespondents 
who subbested label improvements, compared to the 
whole population 
These were some of the answers received by respondents. In general, most 
people thought the label should be more visible on the can. 
10 out of the 30 people who suggested improvements commented on the type 
and amount of information provided about the genetic modification. These 
were some of their remarks. 
" I'd like to know how it was modified " 
" The label should say how much GM this product conlains " 
" it should be more specific about the possible benefits and risks of GM foods " 
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One respondent declared : "Jam not concerned about GM foods , so the label 
should be smaller " . 
One in ten respondents suggested a standard label: 
" There should be a standard symbol, like the Heard Foundation or Australw 
made" 
" if there was a standard label, ii would be easier to recogmse products that 
contain GM foods " 
4.8. Attitude towards buying products labelled Genetically Modified 
The secondary aim of this research was to obtain up to date information about 
the public ' s attitude towards Genetically Modified foods . Question 2 of the 
interview was designed to answer the research question "What do people think 
about GM foods?". 
In Question 1, respondents were asked if they would buy the can of tomato 
puree that the interviewer showed them. Then in Question 2, they were asked 
to give reasons for their decision. Some people had to be prompted to look at 
the label. In these cases, only the response after noting the label was recorded. 
ext, the 87 respondents who had heard about GM food were asked to 
comment on the matter. The 13 respondents who had never heard of GM food 
were excluded from this part of the investigation. 
Figure 4.19 shows that 74% of respondents declared they would not buy 
products labelled as Genetically Modified, 22% said they would and 4% were 
unsure. These results were compared with those of a general population survey 
conducted in 2003 by Biotechnology Australia (Millward Brown Australia, 
2003) In that investigation, respondents were asked if they would eat foods that 
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One respondent declared : "/ am not concerned about GM foods , so the label 
should be smaller". 
One in ten respondents suggested a standard label : 
" There should be a standard symbol, like the Heard Foundation or Australia 
made" 
" If there was a standard label, ii would be easier lo recognise products that 
contain GM f oods " 
4.8. Attitude towards buying products labelled Genetically Modified 
The secondary aim of this research was to obtain up to date information about 
the public' s attitude towards Genetically Modified foods . Question 2 of the 
interview was designed to answer the research question "What do people think 
about GM foods?". 
In Question 1, respondents were asked if they would buy the can of tomato 
puree that the interviewer showed them. Then in Question 2, they were asked 
to give reasons for their decision. Some people had to be prompted to look at 
the label . In these cases, only the response after noting the label was recorded. 
ext, the 87 respondents who had heard about GM food were asked to 
comment on the matter. The 13 respondents who had never heard of GM food 
were excluded from this part of the investigation. 
Figure 4.19 shows that 74% of respondents declared they would not buy 
products labelled as Genetically Modified, 22% said they would and 4% were 
unsure. These results were compared with those of a general population survey 
conducted in 2003 by Biotechnology Austraba (Millward Brown Australia, 
2003) In that investigation, respondents were asked if they would eat foods that 
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had been genetically modified. 50% replied they would not, 45% admitted they 
would and the rest were unsure. 
21 
Fig. 4.20. % ofrespondents who would buy, would not 
buy or are unsure about buying GM foods. 
The result obtained in this thesis was then broken down further to investigate if 
people ' s attitude on the matter had any association with gender or age, but due 
to some categories being too small, the x2 test could not be performed. 
ln the group interviewed, one and a half times more women than men stated 
that they would not buy a product labelled as containing Genetically Modified 
ingredients. Men seemed to be less clear about the issue than women, with 7% 
of men being unsure, against only 2% of females giving the same response. 
early 5 times more men than women answered they would buy products 
labelled as Genetically Modified (Figure 4.21 ). 
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Fig. 4.21. % ofrespondents who would buy, would not buy or are j' 
unsure about buying GM foods, divided by gender. 
Only 10% of interviewees between 25 and 34 and 11% of interviewees 
between 35 and 44 declared they were unsure about buying products labelled as 
Genetically Modified. Consistently across age groups, only a third or less of 
interviewees declared they would buy such products, with the number getting 
considerably smaller after the age of 54. People between the age of 25 and 34 
were most keen on buying Genetically Modified foods with 33% answering 
"yes" to this question (Figure 4.22). Interestingly, they also are the group who 
admits to check labels the least for information about the Genetically Modified 
content of food, suggesting that this may be due to a reduced concern of eating 
Genetically Modified foods compared to other age groups. In fact, 50% of 
interviewees who declared they were not bothered by Genetically Modified 
foods, fall into this age group. 
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Fig. 4.22. % of respondents who would buy, would not buy or are W1Sure 
about buying GM foods, divided by age group. 
From this survey, it emerged that more men than women would buy a product 
labelled Genetically Modified and that young adults between the age of 25 and 34 
are the least concerned about this new technology and therefore are also most likely to 
try a product labelled Genetically Modified. 
4.9. Comments about GM foods in general 
During the interview, respondents were asked about their overall opinion about 
Genetic Modification. 
Most respondents (27%) pointed out that there is too little research about the 
topic and that companies do not disclose to the public the results obtained so 
far about Genetically Modified safety. 
"I don 't trust companies who produce GM, they don 'I tell us enough about the 
risks. " 
"I don 't think they've done enough research about its safety. " 
"I think it is too early to know what the long term effect of eating GM may 
b " e. 
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14% of respondents commented " It doesn ' t bother me" and dismissed the issue. 
Interestingly, only one of the 15 people who gave this answer was female. She 
is between 45 and 54 years of age, which is consistent with the findings by 
Biotechnology Australia (Connick, 2004a) showing how younger females, in 
child bearing age, tend to be more concerned about GM foods than other age 
groups. 
13% of interviewees declared that they prefer food they described as organic, 
natural, fresh or even "normal". 
"I prefer normal f ood. " 
"I always shop for organic products. " 
"I don 't like GM, I only buy fresh f oods. " 
"GM is not natural, I like natural products. " 
9% of interviewees admitted they had heard the debate but they had not yet 
formed a clear opinion on the matter. 
OnJy two people mentioned Third World countries from opposite perspectives. 
"I don 't like GM because it helps big companies have more control over poor 
countries. It is terrible that they produced seeds that can 't reproduce 
themselves " 
"I don 't mind GM if it can help the starving. " 
Finally, only one respondent acknowledged that there are different types of 
modifications and so he could not take a common stance for all of them. 
"I am not against GM foods , it depends what type of modification we are 
talking about. Some can be bad and some can be useful. " 
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Table 4.3 summarises the different types of answers recorded. 
Table 4.3. Summary of the answers respondents gave when asked to comment 
on GM foods. 
Comment 
Not enough info or research, too 
early 
"doesn't bother me" 
prefer fresh, natural, organic, normal 
food 
not clear opinion, heard debate 
not natural 
need more long tenn info 
no need 
Number of 
Comments 
27 
15 
13 
9 
7 
7 
6 
rushed for business, mainly for US 
control 4 
Comment 
Number of 
Comments 
scared 3 
ok if tested, if it's out should be safe 3 
media negative 3 
opposite to organic 
ok if it improves quality 
ok for cattle food 
manipulation of Environment, 
shouldn't interfere 3 
kills traditional agriculture and 
natural varieties 3 
not clearly marked 
makes things bigger, eg.chickens 
good if it helps the starving 
generally bad 
against GM 3 don't like additives 
against chemicals in food 3 
seeds programmed for not 
depends of what type of 
modification 
re;Jroducing 2 control genes to get more out of 
not sure what GM is 2 them 
not in human food 2 concerned about Third world 
not big fan 2 
not all bad 2 
don't trust 2 
can be healthy 2 
In the next chapter the results are discussed and opportunities for further study 
are identified. 
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5.1. Overview 
Chapter 5 
DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, the research questions are answered in the light of the findings 
described in Chapter 4 . Each question is addressed separately and attention is 
drawn to the parts of the research which were used to answer it. Limitations 
and shortcomings of thi study are also discussed in this chapter. Finally, the 
author states her conclus ions and makes recommendations for improving 
current labels. 
5.2. Resea rch Questions and Hypothesis 
As stated in chapter one. the main research questions addressed by this study 
are: 
• Do people read food labels to find out the Genetically Modified content of 
the products they buy? 
• Are people satisfied with the way labels inform them about the Genetically 
Modified content of food products? 
The secondary question : 
• What do people think about Genetically Modified foods? 
was a lso asked in this study. 
Finally, the hypothesis that gender and age play a role in people 's attitudes 
towards Genetically Modified foods (Cormick, 2004a) was put to the test to 
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determine whether the results obtained Australia-, ide by Biotechnology 
Australia, could be applied to the small sample of Canberran used for this 
research. 
5.2.1. Do people read food labels to find out the GM content of the 
products they buy? 
Two parts of the questionnaire used for this research were aimed at answering 
this question. First, respondent were shown the tomato can labelled as 
Genetically Modified and it was recorded whether they noticed the label or not. 
Then, respondents were asked if they normally check for Genetically Modified 
information on food labels and if they could recall a product marked as 
Genetical ly Modified. 
From this research, it emerged that a quarter of interviewees check labels 
looking for information about Genetically Modified content. I found this low 
number most surprising given that past research (Casagranda, 200 l ; Millward 
Brown Australia, 200 l) carried out before the introduction of compulsory 
labelling showed the high level of public concern about Genetical ly Modified 
products in food and the overwhelming support for compulsory labelling. 
Maybe the scarcity of products actually bearir.g a label that says Genetically 
Modified has discouraged even the most careful consumer from continuing to 
check every item. Less than 10% of interviewees recalls ever coming across 
something labelled Genetically Modified, but nobody could recall what it was. 
Why have so few people seen products labelled Genetically Modified? 
Certainly the 1 % threshold of Genetically Modified content, below which a 
company does not need to label its product greatly reduce the chances of ever 
finding a Genetically Modified label as most producers would not use any more 
than that tiny amount of Genetically Modified in their foods. This is probably 
due to fear of public opinion 1nd activist groups wh ich have already 
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determined the fate of Genetically Modified products commercialised overseas. 
such as the tomato paste used for this research. In the current climate of public 
uncertainty about this new technology. clearly labelling a product as 
Genetical ly Modified would immediately dramatically reduce its market. 
This brings us to tv o other aspects of my research : the type of label used and 
people's wi ll ingness to buy a Genetical ly Modified product. 
5.2.2. Are people satisfied with the way labels inform them about the 
Genetically Modified content of food products? 
As shown in Appendix 3 Fig. L the label featuring on the tomato can used for 
this study is bright yel low, quite big for the size of the can and position at the 
front. More information is also provided at the back, in red. Two thirds of 
re pondents thought the label was adequate. but thi includes some 
interviewees who failed to notice the tag when first presented with the tomato 
can. 
I would certainly describe the label used for this research as bold. especially 
when compared to the type of labels found on products commercialised in 
Australia (also shown in Appendix 3 Fig. II) and yet over a third of 
interviewees did not see it. This, I believe, is another reason why so few people 
have encountered a product labelled as Genetically Modified in Australia. The 
small size of the writing makes it impossible for anyone with less than perfect 
eyesight to be able to read the label. This of course means that absolutely 
nobody is going to see the Genetically Modified label '·by chance" as they 
would a low fat tag or other highly sought after quality. 
Those who were not satisfied with the Genetically Modified label on the can 
mainly suggested bigger, bolder labels, but I believe that the most effective 
label would be, as suggested by a few respondents, a standardised Genetically 
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Modified logo, easily recognisable by all consumers. However. from a 
producer point of view. this would be a suicidal move given current public 
opinion about Genetically Modified foods. 
5.2.3. What do people think about Genetica lly Modified foods? 
Three quarters of interviewees declared they would not buy the can of GM 
tomatoes . There seemed to be two main reasons for this response: not enough 
information and research on one hand and too much of a di ffcrcnt kind of 
information on the other hand. 
Considering those respondents who had heard of Genetica lly Modified foods 
and would not buy them, most said there is not yet enough research to 
guarantee the long term safety of this new technology and they also fe lt that 
scientists were not being sufficiently upfront about the current state of the 
research. This lack of scientist-consumer communication, combined with the 
very vocal campaigns against Genetically Modified and pro-organic lobby 
determines the low acceptance of Genetically Modified foods, according to my 
study. 
The second most popular reason given by respondents for not buyi ng 
Genetically Modified was in fact that they preferred organic or natural foods. 
Although not investigated in detail in this thesis, it appears that the concept of 
organic is often associated with an "all good" product whereas Genetica lly 
Modified is often seen as "all bad". From conversing with some respondents 
after compkting the survey, I got the very strong impression that Genetically 
Modified foods are often associated with evil multinational powers or artificial 
and increased chemical use, whereas organic is seen as the small producer 
fri endly way, which is also natural and chemical free. Th is common 
misconception could certainly constitute an interesting topic for further 
research. 
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5.2.4. Do gender and age influence people's attitudes towards 
Genetica lly Modified foods? 
Statistically, my research showed that there is no association between gender 
and age of respondents and the likelihood of noticing labels. Statistical tests 
could not be applied to other parts of the research due to the small sample used. 
However. when observing the e results, it appears that females and older 
people tend to be more careful when shopping and check labels more 
thoroughly. This may, however, just be a reflection of who is more likely to do 
the hopping in the family. 
Overall, women seemed to be more aware of legislations regulating labelling 
of Genetically Modified products and were less satisfied with the type of 
labels on the tomato can. Women were also less keen to buy Genetical ly 
Modified foods and most of them had been thinking about the issue more than 
men. In fact, many more man were not sure about buying Genetically Modified 
products than were women. 
Finally, men were often not very concerned about the issue, especially the 
y0unger ones. This result is consistent with wh:it was found by Biotechnology 
Australia (conference) that younger women of child bearing age tend to be 
more careful about what they eat, while men in the same age group tend to feel 
invincible and treat food as fuel, not worrying too much about the quality of it. 
5.3. Limitations of this study 
As outlined in Chapter 3, this study does have a number of imitations, mainly 
due to limited time and resources. 
The face-to-face and "stop in the street" fonnat of my survey allowed me to 
obtain all 100 surveys that I wanted and enabled me to obtain a sample that was 
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similar to the general Canberra population as far as age and gender di stribution. 
It also gave me the opportunity to really understand the respondents' answers 
and learn more about the topic investigated than just was I was asking for. 
However, I found it more difficult than I thought to obtain people' s attention 
and trust in a busy environment like shopping areas are at lunch time. I found 
that my best chance to get a member of the public to participate was to target 
people who were sitting down and alone. This raised my success rate to about 1 
in 5 to about I in 2 people approached, agreeing to take part. On the other 
hand, however, it certainly biases my sample. If I had to perform the same 
research again, I would probably consider other methods of recruiting 
respondents, such as by call ing them and either perfo rming a phone interview 
or making an appointment to visit at home. 
F urthermore, I found that at times, the abrupt start of the interview, by showing 
the can and asking if they would buy it, annoyed people. They thought I was 
doing market research, in spite of my introduction explaining I was in fact a 
student doing research for my Master ' s thesis. I chose this approach as I 
wanted to use a real product in my research to make it more rea listic, however, 
if I had to do it again, I would probably begin the interview with a few warm 
up questions. 
5.4. Recommendations and further research 
From this thesis, two main recommendations emerge: how to improve labels 
and how to improve public perception of Genetically Modified foods . 
As I explained above, I believe that a standard Genetically Modified logo 
would be the best type of labe l. However, until a more balanced view of 
Genetically Modified foods becomes the norm, the labels could simply be 
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improved by making them bigger and more visible as the majority of 
suggestions gathered in this research advised. 
However, I believe that the first step should be for scientists and companies 
involved in the production of Genetically Modified organisms to implement a 
more effective communication campaign. The aim of this campaign should be 
to explain clearly to the public what the benefits and risks of this new 
technology are, or are believed to be given the current state of the research. I 
believe it is very important for scientists to be open and upfront with the public 
about why and how this research is carried out, as well as explaining what steps 
are being taken to insure consumers' safety. Most importantly, it should be 
explained what the potential risks are, conveying the feeling that researchers 
are aware of them and are trying to minimise them. 
In order to tailor this communication campaign in the most appropriate way 
and to understand and target exactly the public's concerns and misconceptions, 
it is essential to continue with comprehensive nationwide surveys such as the 
one carried out every couple of years by Biotechnology Australia. 
As mentioned above. I also think that it would be very interesting to carry out a 
survey to understand better the difference between Genetically Modified and 
organic in the public's mind . 
S.S. Conclusion 
My research showed that labels are not often checked for information about 
Genetically Modified content. Age and gender appear to have some influence 
in the approach to reading labels saying Genetically Modified, with younger 
women being the most careful in looking for Genetically Modified infonnation 
and younger men being the least interested. 
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The label used for the research was often con idered adequate, but some 
consumers still thought it was hard to ee and suggested change . This leads me 
to believe that very few people are sati sfied with the labels used in Australia as 
they are very small, not highlighted in any way and provide no information 
about the genetic modification used for that product (Appendix 3 Fig. II ). 
Lastly, the poor communication strategy used so far by companies producing 
Genetically Modified crops seems to be the main reason for the low acceptance 
of this new technology by the public. People are not feeling sufficiently 
informed about the current tatus of research and are seeing GM as the opposite 
to the well-accepted organic produce. A more upfront, balanced and open 
approach by scientists and Genetically Modified producing companies 1s 
therefore necessary if this Gene Technology is to be accepted by consumers. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Below is the interview protocol used for this research. followed by the 
information sheet about the study that was given to every interviewee 
Interview protocol 
I . Would you buy this product? 
Yes 
2. Why? 
ff no GM foods mentioned in 1he answer 
1 
• Follow up on their answer until they 
acknowlere the GM food la~ 
No 
ff GM foods mentioned in the answer 
• If they have not heard of GM 
foods before 
t 
• I f they have heard of GM tods 
End of interview 
Comments 
• Get a fee l for their opinion and 
concerns on the subject. 
1 
Continue 1he interview 
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3. This product was commerciali sed in the UK. Do you knO\\ 
one Aust ra lian product that contains any GM organism ? 
4. Do you check labels on products you buy for pre cnce or GM 
organisms? 
Yes No 
5. Did you know that since December 2001 in A ustra lia all 
products contain ing ingredients which are more that I% 
mod ified must be c learly labelled? 
Yes No 
Going back to the tomato can 
6. Are you satisfied with the way in formation is given in th is 
label? 
Yes 
End of interview ~ 
No 
6.1 . I low could it be improved? 
Gender Female Male 
sual occupation 
Age 18-24 yrs 25-34 yrs 35-44 yrs 45-54 yrs 55-64 yrs over 65 yrs 
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Information about this interview 
The aim of this interview is to gather infonnation for Ilaria Catizone·s sub-thesis 
··Public Opinion on Labelling of Genetically Modified Foods". This sub-thesis is part 
of Ilaria Catizone's Master of cience in Science Communication. 
Ilaria is currently attending this Master program full time at The National Centre for 
the Public Awareness of Science which is part of The Australian National University. 
The purpose of this research is to investigate what people think of current label s of 
food products containing Genetically Modified ingredients. The public's opinion 
about these foods is also of interest. 
The information obtained from this interview will be totally confidential and used 
only for this research. 
Participation to this study is absolutely voluntary and participants can withdraw at any 
time. 
Researcher·s contact details: 
Ilaria Catizone 
Centre for the Public Awareness of Science 
Australian National University 
Emai I: i laria.catizone@anu.edu.au 
Contact number: 6 l 25 2456 
Human Research Ethics Comrnettee's details: 
Human Ethics Research Office 
Chancelry I OB 
The Australian National University 
ACT 0200 
Tel. : 02-6125-2900 
Fax: 02-6125-4807 
Emai 1: Human.Ethics.Officer@anu.edu.au 
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APPENDIX 2 
Table I. This table shows the respondents' occupation as they described it. 
Science high school teacher 
Executive Assistant 
Canteen Supervisor 
Non- science Student 
Administrator in a Law Firm 
Non- science Student 
Electrician 
Federal Government man with PhD in genetics 
Social worker 
Work for Defence 
Science student 
Business owner 
Sales assistant 
Manager 
Student 
Dress maker and mother 
Patent examiner 
Home loan person 
Psychology student 
Domestic duties lady 
Shop supervisor 
Farmer 
Research scientist in Earth Sciences 
Legal Secretary 
Retired University lecturer in Literature 
Farmer's wife 
Cleaning and reception lady 
Public servant 
Public servant in archaeology and biology fi elds 
Former computer operator 
Humanities student 
Nurse 
Law and Theology lecturer 
Retired teacher for children with special needs 
Retail person 
Sales assistant 
Student 
Unemployed 
Mum 
Primary school teacher 
Pensioner 
Sales person 
IT person 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Chef 
Public servant 
Phamrncist 
Builder 
Office manager 
Retail assistant 
House keeper 
Finance person 
Home duties lady 
Architect 
Securi ty offi cer 
Accountant 
Education officer 
Bank consultant 
Art student 
Student 
Public servant 
Unemployed 
Minister of religion 
Retired trained consultant 
Physiotherapist 
Compute r programmer 
Public servant 
Sales assistant 
Retired chef 
Basketba ll trainer and glass pa inter 
Public servant 
Public servant 
Sales man 
Shop assistant 
Public servant 
Home duties person 
Shi ft worker 
System analyst 
Butcher 
Musician 
Computer programm er 
Hight school PE teacher 
Driver 
Science writer 
Retired 
Reta il person 
Retired public servant 
Human resources person 
Accounting student 
Lawyer 
Consultant 
Hair dresser 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Life Line worker 
Manager 
Administration officer 
Occupational therapist 
Administration officer 
Real estate agent 
Plant operator 
Health promotion worker 
Student 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
APPENDIX3 
Fig. I. These photographs show the label on the tomato can that was used for 
the interviews carried out for this thesis. 
Front of the can 
Back of the can 
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Fig. II. This photograph shows the label found on Woolworth Doughnuts, one 
of the few Australian products bearing a GM label. 
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